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Project #:      N/A 

Date Submitted:    December 6, 2017 
Submitted By:    Kathleen Oweegon 

Meeting Date/Time:   December 4, 2017; 4:00 PM 
Meeting Location:    Los Duranes CC 
Facilitator:     Kathleen Oweegon 
Co-facilitator:    Jessie Lawrence 

Parties (names of individual attendees are listed at the end of the report):  
- West Old Town Neighborhood Association (WOTNA) 
- BioPark 
- BioPark Society 

 
Background/Meeting Summary:  
The purpose of this facilitated meeting was to create opportunities for the BioPark to provide an update 
on the maintenance area, for the BioPark to provide an update on River of Lights traffic mitigation, and 
for WOTNA to express their concerns and define their requests in reference to the entry to the BioPark, 
concerts at the BioPark, and the bike trail. A second purpose of this meeting was to set expectations for 
addressing WOTNA’s remaining concerns. 
At the meeting, parties shared information and status updates and discussed questions. BioPark 
representatives explained the status of the cleanup of the maintenance area and the expected timeline.  
They also explained the status of the River of Lights traffic mitigation, explained the challenges, and 
heard concerns and suggestions from other meeting participants.  WOTNA representatives requested 
better support for resident access to their homes during the River of Lights, including better 
communication and the opportunity to be part of the planning process in the future.  Regarding concerts, 
they requested that, in addition to the annual event calendar, they receive 30-day notice of events with a 
contact for concerns that they could use and share with other residents. Regarding the bike trail, they 
requested incorporation of an existing trail to access West Old Town Park; BioPark representatives noted 
that they may be unable to address this issue, as it may be the responsibility of another City department.   
Meeting participants also discussed other questions and concerns of nearby residents. 
Meeting participants discussed the possibility of a future meeting, both to support ongoing communication 
and to discuss possible solutions to community concerns.  No date was set at this time.  
Outcome:  

- Areas of Agreement 
o None noted at this time; the purpose of this meeting was not to reach agreement, but to share 

information. 
- Unresolved Issues & Concerns 

o WOTNA has outstanding concerns about traffic related to the River of Lights and other 
Botanic Garden events, and has requested future action to address these concerns. 
Possibilities discussed include a new traffic study, an additional meeting to explore solutions 
together, and/or involvement in the planning process for future years. 
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- Other Key Points  
o If a second facilitated meeting would be useful, participants can contact Vicente Quevedo at 

the Office of Neighborhood Coordination to request the services of a facilitator. 
 
Meeting Specifics:  
 
[Questions and comments in response to a speaker’s presentation are noted with a Q, unless the speaker 
is City staff who may be able to provide additional follow-up, in which case a full name is listed. If there 
is no indicator of the speaker, the information is a response from the presenter.] 
 
1) Update on removing the maintenance sheds (portable buildings) from the BioPark 

a) JT Allen, BioPark Chief Executive: 
i) There had been previous discussion about cleaning up the north end of the BioPark, the piece 

of property extending past the Botanic Garden, and agreement at that time that the BioPark 
would clean up the area. 

ii) Staff has begun that process. 
iii) Because there are items there that have value and items that should be disposed of in 

different ways (recycling/landfill/surplus sale), there is a City protocol and process to ensure 
that the right guidelines are followed. 

iv) Erica Renz is coordinating the effort. 
v) Even if the casual observer may not see a lot of activity, there is a lot of progress being made 

to get everything cleaned up. 
b) Erica Renz, BioPark Project Coordinator: 

i) There had been a meeting on April 19, but at that time, the process was already underway. 
ii) The process involves identifying what is being utilized, what needs to be removed, what 

needs to be relocated, and how and where to relocate. 
(1) This involves several steps and several vendors. 

iii) Because of the age of the building, there are tests for potential hazards and to see if /how the 
building needs to be demolished. 

iv) The BioPark was waiting on additional funding, which came in FY18, to start the process. 
v) The BioPark is now making decisions about how to best move forward on abatement needs. 
vi) Procurement of new containers is forthcoming, and they will be more internally located and 

out of sight of the two trails. 
c) Questions and Comments 

i) Q: What is the time frame that we’re looking at? 
(1) Expecting 6-12 months. 

ii) Q: Will the BioPark be getting rid of the building? 
(1) That is the intent. 

iii) Q: It looks like there are a bunch of tanks out there. 
(1) There are different materials, requiring different contractors to get rid of everything. 

iv) Q: Please stay in communication with us and let us know what’s going on.  If we don’t see 
something happening in 6 months, we’re going to wonder what’s going on, and we want to 
know what the status is. 
(1) We will give you updates. 
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v) Q: There is a path near the site that could be incorporated into the bike trail and provide 
access to West Old Town Park, but there is a fence that is separating them. Is it possible to 
incorporate that path to provide access? 
(1) The BioPark can look into that, but it’s likely that it’s not BioPark property. 

(a) Questioner’s Response: There is no rush on that. 
vi) Q: The BioPark is considered a special zone in the Integrated Development Ordinance (IDO), 

and we want more definition of the uses to make it possible for neighbors to address 
problems if something is out of line. 
(1) The BioPark does not determine how the IDO was enacted and hopes to works with 

neighbors to avoid conflicts like this. 
(2) Racquel Michel: The IDO is not yet effective, and WOTNA can contact Mikaela Renz-

Whitmore with concerns about the IDO. 
 

2) Update on River of Lights (ROL) traffic plan (planning and this year’s results) 
a) Julie Miller Rug, BioPark Society ED, and Taylor Pellegrini, BioPark Society: 

i) The BioPark Society is the nonprofit support organization for the BioPark. 
ii) Over the history of the ROL, it has gone from 13,000 people to 116,000. 
iii) DOT designed the traffic and parking in 2012.  

(1) The BioPark Society worked with the Old Town NA at the time. 
iv) The BioPark Society first heard that there were concerns on November 2. 
v) To address concerns: 

(1) They have tried to add more Park and Ride and promote the partnership with Uber. 
(2) Next year they will send everyone in the neighborhood passes to get in and out. 

(a) Materials will be prepared in both English and Spanish. 
(3) Construction on Central is reduced on the weekends. 
(4) Tingley Beach is being utilized for Park and Walk. 
(5) ART has been added from Unser on the west side, and there will be more opportunities to 

use this in the future. 
vi) Limitations: 

(1) There are only two ways into the facility – three if they use a back route through the 
neighborhood, which they don’t want to do. 

(2) If the Tingley entrance is opened to everyone, all of the cars will jam up and there won’t 
be any incentive for people to use the Park and Ride or Uber, which are currently the 
exclusive users of that entrance, allowing them to bypass traffic and expedite entry to the 
BioPark for passengers. 

vii) The Bernalillo County Sheriff’s Department was slated to provide policing, but they received a 
phone call from a citizen, after which they withdrew this service just days before the event began, 
and now there is a scramble; not every weekend is currently covered. 
– A meeting participant clarified that he made that call to express his concern over the 

Sheriff’s Department’s lack of use of body-cams. 
b) Questions and Comments 

i) Q: What was the date of the opening of the BioPark? 
(1) 1996. 
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ii) Q: At one of the mobile home parks, there are 140 vehicles trying to get home – 40% from 
the east, 60% from the west – and on Saturday night, people were reporting that it took 2-2.5 
hours to get home from just a block or two away.  Tingley could be used as an ingress and 
New York could be used as an egress.  We’ve been suffering with these traffic patterns for 15 
years. We appreciate that we received parking passes, but tenants still need to wait in the 
long lines just to return home from work. 
(1) When the DOT study was done, it looked at the option of one ingress and one egress, but 

the study showed it would actually create more congestion. 
(2) The adjusted no left turn is a safety issue, because it’s necessary to protect pedestrians. 

iii) Q: Maybe it’s time to build a walkover. 
iv) Facilitator: It may be possible to do some brainstorming and look at creative solutions at a 

future meeting. 
v) Q: It makes sense to use Tingley as an ingress because no one lives west of the Tingley 

access, and it would create a flow of traffic. 
(1) A study showed that 50% of the visitors are coming in that way via Park and Ride. But it 

may be possible to look at it again, maybe with City Traffic Engineering. 
(2) Racquel Michel: It may be possible to look at an entry checkpoint farther back. It needs 

to be studied. 
vi) Q: The original traffic plan was done with only 16,000 attendees. 

(1) The last traffic plan was for 80,000 attendees, but it may still be time to look at it again, 
since the numbers have increased substanitally since then. 

vii) Q: Describe how the Park and Ride works. 
(1) People load buses at the zoo, which drive down Tingley and straight across Central into 

the Tingley parking lot. They never go onto Central. 
(2) Handicapped parking and Uber drop-offs are there as well. 
(3) We’ve looked at other options for Park and Ride locations, but it needs to be a location to 

the south, or it will cause more traffic problems. 
(4) We’re open to other suggestions. 

viii) Q: It would help us if planning for next year could involve neighborhood folks. 
ix) Q: How many cars come in, compared to Park and Ride? 

(1) Cars aren’t currently counted, but it might be possible to start. 
x) Q: Panmunjon Road has barriers now, but those could come down. A bus could come in that 

way, turn around, go left on Central, and go back to the zoo. 
(1) We’d need to look at whether the buses could make the tight turns. 
(2) It could be another idea to discuss at another meeting. 
(3) If a bus has to go on Central, it gets stuck in traffic, and that would discourage people 

from using the Park and Ride. 
(4) ART is fast, and once people try it, they will likely use it. 

(a) Approximately 1,500 people/night are using the ART shuttle. 
xi) Q: Have you considered moving ROL somewhere else? 

(1) It’s a BioPark event, and it wouldn’t be the ROL if it was somewhere else. 
xii) Q: Is it feasible to have mandatory park and ride? Or preselling of parking spaces? 

(1) There has been past discussion about charging people to park in that lot, and it’s not 
popular with the community, but it can be revisited. 

xiii) Q: I’m concerned that if there was a fire or other emergency, the emergency vehicles 
couldn’t get there. 
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(1) APD and security would block traffic to allow an emergency vehicle through, and the 
ART lane would open for access for an emergency vehicle. 

xiv) Q: Some residents in the neighborhood observe Las Posadas starting on December 16 and 
they welcome people into their homes, but visitors can’t get there because of the traffic. It feels 
like an attack on our traditions. In addition, when the signs prohibiting traffic on Mountain 
Road are up during the day, they send a negative message that the community is not 
welcoming and disrupts neighborhood routines. Also, officers must have video cameras and be 
able to record a situation on request. Also, as a neighborhood, we want constant 
communication, and we want to know what is going on. 
(1) Not all of these are concerns that the BioPark can address, because they involve other 

agencies that would need to address them, and we have no power to make those decisions 
or enact them. 

(2) The BioPark wants to be a good neighbor. 
 

c) WOTNA requests of the BioPark and NMBPS 
i) Ben GP Lovato, WOTNA: 

(1) Access issues 
(a) These have already been addressed in part. 
(b) In addition to the mobile home park residents, other residents have concerns about 

emergency services. 
(i) One person said she had called about an emergency during the ROL in the past, 

and services never arrived. 
(c) There needs to be clarification on the third lane. 
(d) Pedestrian traffic from El Vado and the apartment complexes that are reopneing will 

be an issue 
(e) Questions and Comments: 

(i) JT Allen: If it’s possible to sit down with AFD and APD, we can discuss the specifics 
of emergency response. Pedestrian traffic from outside of the BioPark is not a BioPark 
subject, though we want to be at the table with you to be part of the discussion. 
1. Racquel Michel: We don’t want to discourage pedestrians, and it’s better for 

people to walk than create more car congestion. 
a. GP Lovato: More security is necessary when there are pedestrians. 

(ii) Q: We as neighbors want to be part of the planning for next year. 
ii) Concerts 

(1) Free days and Thursday evening summer concerts create traffic congestion, and put a 
financial burden on the people living nearby. The request is that the BioPark move these 
events, including the ROL, if there isn’t enough parking. The neighborhood would also 
like to be notified at least a month in advance of the event with contact information for 
the person to address concerns, so that information can be circulated in the neighborhood. 
(a) JT Allen: Does this just include the Botanic Garden, or all of the BioPark? 

(i) Just the Botanic Garden. 
iii) Bike Trail 

(1) Is the bike trail going through New York to the back side of the Botanic Garden? 
(a) JT Allen: The access is not a public access, but employee access only. 
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d) Other Questions and Concerns 
i) Q: The community is predominantly low-income, and it’s hard for the kids to see so many 

people going to ROL when they can’t afford to attend themselves. Is it possible to give some 
free admission to the immediate neighbors? One of the adjacent mobile home parks has 140 
vehicles, and the other has 86 families. 
(1) Julie Rug: We are not opposed to the idea and will discuss it with you more. 

ii) Q: The free pass days create a lot of traffic and negative effects on the local residents. 
(1) JT Allen: The BioPark holds free mornings and discounts on certain days, but no free 

days anymore. I’d like to look to see if these are still current problems. 
(a) Q: Last summer, there was a free day, and it was a mess. 

 
Next Steps:  

• A future meeting could be used to explore possible solutions. 
o Google maps can be used to look together at routes and access points. 
o Emergency responders can be invited to be part of the discussion about emergency 

response during ROL. 
o BioPark staff indicated that they would like to discuss ROL in late January or early 

February, after they have a chance to review the current event. 
o Kathleen Oweegon invited participants to request a facilitator, if they think one would be 

helpful, via the meeting feedback form or by contacting Vicente Quevedo. 
• Kathleen Oweegon will provide the sign-in sheet to meeting participants so they can 

communicate with one another. 
• The BioPark said that they would contact WOTNA to let them know when materials would be 

removed from the north end of the site, and if that’s not within six months, they will be in 
contact at the six-month point with an update. 

• Taylor Pellegrini will contact Ray Barr and Jessica Houlton to discuss passes for some residents. 
 
Names & Affiliations of Attendees: 
 
WOTNA 
• GP Lovato 
• Glen Effertz 
CABQ 
• JT Allen – BioPark 
• Erica Renz – BioPark 
• Raquel Michel – Traffic Engineer 
• Lawrence Kline – ABQ Ride 
NM BioPark Society 
• Julie Rug 
• Taylor Pellegrini 
Other 
• Jessica Houldt – Rio Grande Mobile Home Community 
• Ray Barr – South’s Mobile VIlla 


